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Abstract 1 

The magnetic materials used in embedded applications need characterization and modeling in the kilohertz 2 

range. This problem is well addressed under conventional alternating induction, but with rotational and two-3 

dimensional induction loci, which are ubiquitous in electrical machines, there is lack of results, because of the  4 

difficult task of reaching such high frequencies at technically interesting induction values with the conventional 5 

laboratory test benches. To overcome this difficulty, a novel three phase magnetizer has been designed, exploiting 6 

3D finite element calculations, and applied in the lab. This device permits one to measure magnetization curve and 7 

losses in soft magnetic steel sheets and soft magnetic composites under alternating and circular induction up to 8 

about 5 kHz. We provide a few significant examples of loss measurements in 0.20 mm thick Fe-Si and Fe50Co50 9 

laminations, and in soft magnetic composites. These measurements bring to light the role of skin effect under one- 10 

and two-dimensional fields. 11 

12 
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I. INTRODUCTION 13 

High speed electrical machines are very promising in terms of torque density [1] and are therefore interesting 14 

for embedded applications. But, in order to achieve a correct prediction of the machine efficiency at the design 15 

stage, an accurate experimental characterization of the magnetic material in the broad frequency range encountered 16 

in such machines, extending up to the kHz range, is needed. 17 

Reaching high frequencies at technically significant induction levels on magnetic characterization benches is 18 

far from simple. The necessity of handling large powers with the magnetizing system is a demanding task, 19 

especially with two-dimensional (2D) fields. In such a case, no measurement standard is available, in contrast with 20 

the conventional characterization under alternating field, where one can rely, for example, on ASTM and IEC 21 

standards valid up to 10 kHz [2][3]. On the other hand, two-dimensional induction loci are ubiquitous in electrical 22 

machines [4] and the 2D magnetic characterization of soft magnetic materials has industrial relevance.  23 

2D measurements are generally performed using either vertical-horizontal double-yoke magnetizers and square 24 

samples[5][6], or a three phase magnetizer with circular/hexagonal samples [7] [8]. While lack of homogeneity of 25 

the magnetic induction in the sample can be a problem [9], in all cases the test frequency at technical inductions 26 

can barely attain a few hundred Hz, far from actual frequencies encountered in high speed electrical machines.  27 

 We discuss in this paper design and operation of a novel 2D broadband three-phase magnetizer, by which 28 

superior performances up to the kHz range can be obtained. It is built around a laminated yoke, especially designed 29 

through 3D finite element (FEM) calculations. By this device, magnetization curve and losses in magnetic 30 

laminations and soft magnetic composite (SMC) materials under alternating and circular induction up to about 5 31 

kHz can be measured. A few significant examples of loss measurements in 0.20 mm thick Fe-Si and Fe50Co50 32 

sheets, and in SMC samples are provided and discussed.   33 

 34 

II. DESIGN OF THE 2D MAGNETIZER 35 

A) Design constraints 36 

The minimum requirement formulated at start is that the three-phase magnetizer makes possible  full 37 

characterization of conventional 0.20 mm thick non-oriented Fe-Si laminations under controlled 2D flux loci up 38 
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to peak polarization Jp = 1.5 T at the frequency f = 1 kHz. Instrumental to the achievement of this objective is the 39 

use of DC-20 kHz CROWN 5000VZ power amplifiers, by which each magnetizing phase can be supplied up to 40 

maximum voltage and current peak values Vp,MAX = 150 V and Ip,MAX = 40 A.   41 

 42 

B) Optimizing the magnetizer geometry. 43 

A schematic view of the realized three-phase magnetizer is shown in Fig. 1. For its development, the following 44 

design parameters have been imposed: 1) Circular sample of diameter D = 80 mm, expected to exhibit good 45 

uniform induction profile, especially in the central region, where the induction and the effective magnetic field are 46 

measured [10]. 2) A small airgap, to minimize both the magnetizing current in each phase and the demagnetizing 47 

field. An optimal solution, taking into account the mechanical tolerances, is obtained by adopting the airgap width 48 

a = 1 mm. 3) Homogeneous rotating field with simplest winding configuration. To this end, the three-phase two-49 

pole stator core was designed with three slots per pole and per phase (totalling 18 slots). To avoid winding 50 

overhang crossing, a toroidal winding configuration [11] was adopted (see Fig. 1). 4) Laminated stator core, built 51 

out of 0.35 mm thick stacked non-oriented Fe-Si sheets. The details of the windings are given in Fig. 2, where 52 

each coil occupies a slot and is series connected with all the other coils of the same phase. If nS is the number of 53 

turns per coil (i.e. the number of conductors per slot), each phase is made of 6·nS turns in series. To achieve the 54 

desired magnetizer performances, the following geometrical parameters, shown in Fig. 1, were optimized: the slot 55 

depth tS, the slot width wS, the back-core thickness tY, and the active axial height T of the core. A convenient 56 

number nS of copper turns per slot was assumed. With maximum magnetizing current density of 5 A/mm2, as 57 

required to avoid overheating, the values tS = 20 mm and wS = 5 mm are chosen. At the same time, tY is set to 58 

25 mm, making the maximum flux density in the back-core around 0.2 T and the associated energy losses 59 

negligible. To calculate the dependence of value and homogeneity of the generated rotating magnetic field and 60 

sample induction on the ratio between yoke height and sample thickness T/d, a 3D non-linear magnetostatic FEM 61 

modelling is implemented, where the magnetic constitutive equations of yoke sheets and test sample are identified 62 

with the corresponding experimental anhysteretic curves. When carrying out such numerical simulation, the 63 

number of turns per slot nS is not already known, and therefore each coil is modelled by a single copper turn with 64 
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the magnetomotive force nSIp. This calculated magnetomotive force per slot nSIp providing a defined rotating peak 65 

induction Bp = 1.5 T in the 0.20mm thick Fe-Si sample sheet at f = 1 kHz is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of T/d. 66 

The same figure shows the corresponding trend of the peak flux, normalized to the number of turns per slot �p/nS. 67 

�p is the sum of the contributions by the six series-connected coils. As expected, the required magnetomotive force 68 

nSIp decreases with increasing the ratio T/d, to reach a more or less asymptotic value beyond T/d @ 80. Here the 69 

effect of flux fringing becomes negligible and the quantity �p/nS tends to rapidly increase with T/d, following the 70 

corresponding increase of the cross-sectional area of the core. Given these trends of nSIp and �p/nS, their product 71 

�pIp, that is the apparent power πf�pIp, passes through a minimum. This occurs for T/d @ 75 (corresponding to T = 72 

15 mm), where the normalized flux �p/nS  @ 2 mWb and nSIp  @ 100 A. Consequently, one obtains that the normalized 73 

peak voltage at 1 kHz is Vp/nS = 2πf�p/nS  @ 12. 6 V. With Ip = 10 A and nS = 10, the voltage drop Vp = 127 V is 74 

safely within the power supply capabilities. Higher frequencies can actually be reached by changing nS = 10 to nS 75 

= 5 via a mid-point connection predisposed on each coil. The accordingly built three-phase magnetizer, which is 76 

endowed with an air-cooling system, is shown in Fig. 4. It has been tested using a calibrated hysteresisgraph-77 

wattmeter, where a defined 2D induction loci can be imposed by digital feedback [12]. Fig. 5 compares recorded 78 

and FEM calculated current and voltage waveforms in one phase of the magnetizer at f = 1 kHz under imposed 79 

circular induction of amplitude Bp = 1.0 T. This is detected upon a 20 mm wide central region of the 80mm diameter 80 

0.20 mm thick Fe-Si sample. It is observed that the current waveform is accurately predicted by the FEM 81 

calculations, whereas the voltage drop is slightly underestimated. This is due to the fact that the actual windings 82 

have somewhat higher overhang than the idealized windings considered in the FEM analysis (see Fig. 1), because 83 

of the mechanical rigidity of the copper wire. This implies higher inductance, that is higher voltage drop, than 84 

predicted by the numerical model, but no practical consequences on the stated objectives of the design are 85 

observed.  86 

III. RESULTS: A FEW EXAMPLES 87 

Test measurements have been performed on Fe-Si and Fe-Co sheets and on soft magnetic composites with the 88 

fieldmetric method [7]. For measurements beyond a few hundred Hz, the employed H-coil is wound with well 89 

Shoul be clarified! Are the windings in the three slots of the same pole in the same phase connected in 
parallel?   
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separated turns, minimizing the stray capacitances. The 3D FEM analysis shows that upon the central 20 mm 90 

measuring square region of the disk samples the homogeneity of the effective field is better than 2 %.  91 

The non-oriented Fe-Si and Fe-Co 0.20 mm thick sheets have been characterized under alternating and rotating 92 

field up to Jp = 1.55 T  at f  = 2 kHz and Jp = 2.1 T at f  = 5 kHz, respectively. An example of measured alternating 93 

W(ALT)  and rotational W(ROT)  energy loss behaviour versus frequency and peak polarization Jp in the Fe-Co sheets 94 

is shown in Fig. 6a. It is noted how the maximum of the rotational loss occurs at increasing Jp values with 95 

increasing the magnetizing frequency. This occurs because of the increasing proportion of the classical loss 96 

component Wclass, which, contrary to the other components, the domain wall related hysteresis Whyst and excess Wexc 97 

losses, monotonically increases with Jp [7]. However, loss separation is not easily treated under broadband 98 

conditions, because skin effect may arise and the standard equation of the classical energy loss, which is written 99 

as , where s is the conductivity (k = 1 for  alternating sinusoidal induction , k  = 2 100 

for circular induction) will not apply beyond a certain upper frequency flim. It is indeed interesting to see how one 101 

can easily find flim by loss separation. It is a unique simple way to detect the surge of the skin effect. According to 102 

the statistical theory of losses and the previous equation for Wclass, it is predicted that Wdiff  = Whyst + Wexc is 103 

proportional to  f1/2 [13]. Fig. 6b, showing the behaviour of Wdiff at Jp = 1 T versus f1/2 up to f = 5 kHz, shows that 104 

such a prediction is satisfied up to f = flim @ 400 Hz. Beyond this frequency, Wclass is overestimated by the previous 105 

equation and the calculated Wdiff strongly deviates from the  f1/2 behavior.  106 

Further experiments have been performed on SMC samples. These materials are made of bonded and pressed 107 

iron particles, typically 10 µm to 100 µm wide. Because of their isotropic properties, they can handle 3D fluxes, 108 

besides being attractive for high frequency applications. Fig. 7 shows an example of energy loss versus frequency 109 

measured under alternating (sinusoidal) and circular polarization up to 4 kHz, in 80 mm diameter 3 mm thick disk 110 

samples. The non-linear increase of W(ALT)  and W(ROT) with f can be observed also in these materials.  The relatively 111 

large sample thickness, required for mechanical reasons, combines with intrinsically low permeability values to 112 

impose, for a same apparent power of the magnetizing system, pretty lower Jp·fmax products than in sheet samples. 113 

Examples of such limits are Jp·fmax = 1.25 T×1 kHz or Jp·fmax = 1.0 T×2 kHz. They are nonetheless quite larger 114 

fBdkfJW p
22

2

pclass 6
),( sp
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than those obtained in the recent literature (e.g. Jp·fmax = 0.77 T×1 kHz) [14]. 115 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 116 

A new magnetizer, associated with digitally controlled hysteresisgraph/wattmeter, has been developed for the 117 

broadband alternating and two-dimensional characterization of soft magnetic sheets and composites deep into the 118 

kHz range. This device, largely overcoming the upper polarization and frequency limits reported so far in the 119 

literature for similar apparatus, has been designed and optimized by 3D FEM calculations. With the high frequency 120 

range made available to the 2D measurements, the skin effect in magnetic laminations under rotating induction 121 

has been unambiguously put in evidence for the first time. The non-linear increase of the energy loss with the 122 

magnetizing frequency is also demonstrated in the soft magnetic composites.  123 

124 
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Figures captions 145 

 146 

Fig. 1. 3D finite element model of the three-phase magnetizer and its main geometrical parameters. 147 

 148 

Fig. 2. Details of the three phase magnetizer windings. 149 

 150 

Fig. 3.  Magnetomotive force per slot nSIp and resulting peak flux per turn �p/nS as a function of core to sample 151 

thickness ratio T/d for a rotating peak induction Bp = 1.5 T at f = 1 kHz in a 0.20 mm thick non-oriented Fe-Si 152 

sheet sample. Minimum supply power πf�pIp is required for T/d @ 75. 153 

 154 

Fig. 4. The realized 2D three-phase magnetizer. 155 

 156 

Fig. 5. Measured and FEM calculated current i(t) circulating in a phase of the stator and corresponding voltage 157 

v(t) waveforms for rotating induction Bp = 1 T at 1 kHz in a 0.20 mm thick non-oriented Fe-Si sheet sample. 158 

Fig. 6. Examples of alternating (W(ALT) ) and rotational (W(ROT)) energy loss measurements performed with the 159 

novel 2D broadband magnetizer. (a) W(ALT) and W(ROT) measured at three different frequencies in a 0.20 mm 160 

thick Fe-Co sheet sample versus peak polarization. (b) The quantity Wdiff  = W  - Wclass, where Wclass is the 161 

classical loss calculated according to the standard formula for uniform induction in the sample cross-section, 162 

shows strong deviation from the expected linear dependence on  f1/2 beyond about 400 Hz, signaling the surge 163 

of the skin-effect. 164 

 165 

Fig. 7. Alternating and rotational energy loss versus frequency at different polarization values in a commercial 166 

soft magnetic composite. The measurements are performed on 80 mm diameter 3 mm thick disk samples.  167 

168 
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Figures 169 

 170 
Fig. 1171 
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Fig. 2  173 
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Fig. 3175 
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 176 
Fig. 4177 
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 178 

Fig. 5  179 
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Fig. 6180 
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Fig. 7 182 
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